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Building our communities

By Katie Macleod 

“I don’t really feel boxed in by any one 
approach,” says local singer-songwriter 

Willie Campbell of his songwriting techniques. 
“Sometimes on long drives, that’s a good 

opportunity for melodies or lyrical patterns to come 
to me, but I don’t have any fi xed way of doing it.”

“I love sitting there with a guitar and humming. Maybe 
I’m oversimplifying it a wee bit, but it’s just talking with a 
melody and some music, and if you keep it as simple as 
that you can fi nesse the rest of it really.”

It’s this creative attitude that Willie brought to 
school pupils in the Western Isles as part of the 
Dileab project. 

Dileab: A Legacy is an intergenerational, bilingual 
project that aims to bring local history alive for the 
islands’ young people. Throughout 2018, the project 
saw pupils explore the legacy of four major social 
infl uences on the region over the last century: 
emigration, wartime experience, protest and politics, 
and the Iolaire, through the mediums of art, music, 
history, and Gaelic.

Willie – well-known for his work in bands like 
Astrid, Our Small Capital, and The Open Day 
Rotation – was commissioned to write fi ve songs for 
Dileab, a commission which grew to include hosting 
songwriting workshops with school pupils to create 
the fi nal pieces.

“The Director of Education and Children’s Services, 
Bernard Chisholm, had approached Willie about Innse 
Gall and My Time Wasn't at Hand,” explains Evelyn 
Coull Macleod, who is overseeing Dileab in her role 
as Comhairle nan Eilean Siar’s Multimedia Manager. 
“We were delighted with these songs but moving 
forward wanted our young people to be involved in 
the creation of these new pieces and for them really to 
engage with their history and chosen Dileab theme.”

The resulting workshops took place in Castlebay 
Community School, Balivanich Primary School and 
Sir E Scott School between March and May of 2018, 
and each songwriting workshop was focused on the 
“theme” that each area was researching for the project. 

Young people in Barra examined emigration; 
in Uist, they looked at wartime experiences; in 
Harris, the focus was on protest and politics; and 
in Lewis, with the 100th anniversary of the disaster 

approaching, they learned about the Iolaire.

“It was a workshop to teach kids the basics of 
songwriting, to demystify it and show them it’s not as 
hard as people make out it is. My approach to writing 
is really simple, and I tried to teach a few wee basic 
tricks about songwriting. The kind of information 
we spoke about and gathered during the workshops 
ended up being used in the songs. It was a really 
cool process.

They were really engaged in it, and I hope they 
saw that it doesn’t need to be really complicated.”

The resulting songs were Wave to the West, We 
Sleep at Peace, In Honour of the Past, My Times 
Wasn’t At Hand, and the new islands anthem, Innse 
Gall, all of which incorporated references to history 
and island life, and were performed by the young 
people at four concerts throughout the islands in 
November and December. “It was really something 
special, watching it all coming together was great. It 
was just lovely to see the young people of the island 
achieving something special,” says Willie of the fi nal 
concerts.

“It was a delight to work with Willie and the fi ve 
songs he produced are all fantastic,” adds Evelyn. “To 
hear our young people, outside school, singing Innse 
Gall is very satisfying. Working with professionals 
such as Willie Campbell, Keith Morrison and 
Stephen Kearney is very much part of the Dileab 
project and we will continue to develop partnership 
work in 2019.”

That partnership work will continue in the form 
of the Dileab EP, which is set to be recorded in May. 
“We’re planning on recording it as live as possible 
with groups of kids from each of the islands,” says 
Willie. 

“We’re hoping we can capture some of that nice 
energy that the kids brought to all of the shows, 
because the real highlight for me was hearing the kids 
belting out the songs for each place, and Innse Gall. It 
was just lovely to hear them all going for it.”

With the Dileab project set to continue throughout 
2019 and beyond, Willie is looking forward to 
being involved again. “The workshops were a really 
massive part of it, and I felt quite honoured to have 
been asked to write about each of the topics, and to 
have been given the commissions. I loved it, and I’m 
really glad to be involved in this year’s too.”

How Willie Campbell
took on classy Dileab role




